CIPS Webcast: 'Audit/Risk and Compliance in the IT World'

There are significant challenges in ensuring the ongoing well-being of any Organization. These challenges are further complicated due to the significant pace of change in technology, poor or no knowledge transfer, ability to retain key staff and the ensuing skills gaps. Throw into the mix global disruptive businesses/technologies, competition and cyber security threats and the problem get compounded. READ MORE

Event Recap: CIPS Ontario Jan. 19 'Audit/Risk and Compliance in the IT World' Event

As a CIPS Member, observing the recent event hosted in Mississauga entitled "Audit/Risk and Compliance in the IT World" confirmed to me what the announcement made last year about the new vision for CIPS was all about: the promise of a dynamic organization that delivers relevant content based on best practices and experiences learned by years of practice. READ MORE

CIPS AB Calgary Feb. 22 Event/Webinar: 'Achieving Value from Visual Analytics'

Visual analytics can produce significant tangible value for many organizations. Visual analytics unlocks the value in the data many organizations acquire. In this presentation, Yogi Schulz will explore how the impediments to achieving tangible value from visual analytics can be overcome with best practice recommendations. READ MORE
2016 CES winners share success secrets for the enterprise
IT World Canada

Two top serial entrepreneur winners (iHeartLocal) for the 2016 CES Mobile Apps Showdown share their success secrets which are useful for enterprise growth. Lean start-up, customer development, agile, business model canvas, and DevOps are rooted in developments from entrepreneurs. In order to compete effectively today, enterprises have to adopt these practices. The best practice for this is following entrepreneurs.

READ MORE

Featured I.T. Jobs
CIPS
Manager, Corporate Business Systems, Regina, Saskatchewan

Systems Analyst, Operations Applications, Leduc, Alberta

Director, Enterprise Architecture & Information Security, IMITS, Vancouver, British Columbia

IT Infrastructure & Security Analyst, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

Data Warehouse Data Architect, Edmonton, Alberta

Tier 3 — Developer, Calgary, Alberta

Web Strategist, Kamloops, British Columbia

Audit Data Analyst, Toronto, Ontario

Technical Support Specialist, Mississauga, Ontario

Programmer/Web Developer, Ottawa, Ontario

See more Job Postings and Upload your Resume at: http://jobs.cips.ca

IFIP highlights importance of professionalism at UN WSIS Review
IFIP

IFIP reaffirmed its commitment to taking strong action in support of the Sustainable Development Goals and called for ICT professionalism to be explicitly recognized during the United Nations General Assembly High Level Meeting last month to review the implementation of the WSIS Outcomes. Although Founding Chair of IFIP’s Global Industry Council and IFIP IP3 Vice Chair, Stephen Ibaraki, was delayed from attending the meeting in person by severe weather, his prepared speech was read aloud to the ITU side event at the UN Headquarters in New York.

READ MORE

Featured eBook: 'Mobile to Mainframe DevOps For Dummies'
CIPS

In today's era of digital disruption empowered by cloud, mobile, and analytics, it's imperative for enterprise organizations to drive faster innovation while ensuring the stability of core business systems. While innovative systems of engagement demand speed, agility and experimentation, existing systems of record require similar attributes — with additional and uncompromising requirements for governance and predictability.

READ MORE

Analytics trends for 2016
IT World Canada
Several interconnected trends in analytics capability are causing companies to advance their analytics efforts in pursuit of competitive advantage. Click READ MORE for the trends for 2016.

National Privacy and Data Governance Congress
CIPS
The Privacy and Access Council of Canada is proud to present the National Privacy and Data Governance Congress. This important event brings together professionals and regulatory authorities for a robust interdisciplinary exploration about some of the most important current and trending issues that affect us professionally and personally: the intersection of privacy, technology, law and governance.

Featured eBook: 'APIs For Dummies'
CIPS
This IBM limited edition e-book helps you learn the basics of application programming interfaces (APIs), including:
- What an API is — and what it's not
- What it means to manage an API
- How to recognize good API design
- The primary business and IT agendas that lead to API adoption
- How APIs fit into integration middleware

Featured Whitepaper: 'Identifying Missed Opportunities to Improve Customer Experience'
CIPS via IT World Canada
Consumer communication is changing dramatically, in part due to the broad variety of channels now available and increasing expectations for customer care interactions. This is pushing companies to better understand the customer journey, find missed opportunities for engagement, and create a unified strategy for communication across channels.

TRENDING ARTICLES
Missed last week's issue? See which articles your colleagues read most.

- CIPS welcomes Tripp Lite as a CIPS Corporate Partner! (CIPS)
- Featured ebook: 'Systems Engineering For Dummies' (CIPS)

Don't be left behind. Click here to see what else you missed.
CIPS National Corporate Partners

The following organizations have demonstrated their commitment to professionalism, ethics, and high standards for the I.T. profession through their support of CIPS. CIPS thanks all its partners for their contribution.

Become a CIPS Corporate Partner Today! - Send an email to jelias@cips.ca